Abstract. For each odd prime p, we conjecture the distribution of the p-torsion subgroup of K 2n (O F ) as F ranges over real quadratic fields, or over imaginary quadratic fields. We then prove that the average size of the 3-torsion subgroup of K 2n (O F ) is as predicted by this conjecture.
Introduction
The original Cohen-Lenstra heuristics [CL84] predicted, for each prime p = 2, the distribution of the p-primary part of Cl(F ) as F varied over quadratic fields of a given signature. More recent work developed heuristics for other families of groups, including class groups of higher degree number fields [CM90] , Picard groups of function fields [FW89] , TateShafarevich groups of elliptic curves [Del01, Del07, DJ14] , Selmer groups of elliptic curves [PR12, BKLPR15] , and Galois groups of nonabelian unramified extensions of number fields and function fields [BBH17, BW17] .
Let F be a number field. Let O F be the ring of integers of F . For m ≥ 0, the K-group K m (O F ) is a finitely generated abelian group. It is finite when m is even and positive: see [Wei05, Theorem 7] . Our goal is to study, for a fixed m and odd prime p, the p-torsion subgroup K m (O F ) p as F varies in a family of number fields, always ordered by absolute value of the discriminant. As described in Section 6, K m (O F ) p is well understood for odd m. Therefore we focus on the case m = 2n. Now suppose that F is a quadratic field F . The action of Gal(F/Q) decomposes K 2n (O F ) p into + and − parts, and we will see that the + part is K 2n (Z) p , independent of F . Therefore we focus on the variation of the − part.
A Cohen-Lenstra style heuristic will lead us to the following conjecture, involving the constants To pass from the distribution of dim Fp K 2n (O F ) − p to that of dim Fp K 2n (O F ) p itself, add the constant dim Fp K 2n (Z) p , which can be expressed in terms of a class group (see Section 5). Conjecture 1.1 implies an average order for K 2n (O F ) p as F varies over all real or imaginary fields (see Conjecture 8.8). We prove that this conjectured average order is correct for p = 3: Theorem 1.2. Fix n ≥ 1. The average order of K 2n (O F ) 3 as F ranges over real (resp. imaginary) quadratic fields is as follows:
real imaginary n even 25/12 11/4 n odd 9/4 19/12.
Remark 1.3. By Theorem 5.1, K 2n (Z) 3 = 0 for all n since Q(ζ 3 ) has class number 1. Thus Remark 1.5. After this article was written, the second author proved an analogue of Theorem 1.2 for K 2n (O F ) 2 as F varies over cubic fields [Kla17b] .
1.1. Methods. The p-torsion subgroup G p of a finite abelian group G has the same F pdimension as G/p := G/pG; therefore we study K 2n (O F )/p. The latter is isomorphic to anétale cohomology group
), which we relate to isotypic components of the class group and Brauer group of O E [1/p], where E := F (ζ p ). The Brauer group can be computed explicitly, and we develop heuristics for the class groups; combining these gives the conjectural distribution of
In the case p = 3, the isotypic components of Cl
The average order of the latter class groups can be computed unconditionally by using a strategy of Davenport and Heilbronn, which we refine using recent work of Bhargava, Shankar, and Tsimerman, to control averages in subfamilies with prescribed local behavior at 3. This yields unconditional results on the average order of K 2n (O F ) 3 .
1.2. Prior work. As far as we know, Cohen-Lenstra style conjectures have not been proposed for K-groups before, but some results on the distribution of K 2 (O F ) have been proved.
Guo [Guo09] proved that 4-ranks of K 2 (O F ) for quadratic fields F follow a Cohen-Lenstra distribution, just as Fouvry and Klüners proved for 4-ranks of Cl(O F ) [FK07] . Studying 4-ranks is natural, since the 2-rank of K 2 (O F ) for a quadratic field F is determined by genus theory just as the 2-rank of Cl(O F ) is (see [BS82] , for example).
Similar results on the 3-ranks of K 2 (O L ) for cyclic cubic fields L are due to Cheng, Guo, and Qin [CGQ14] . In addition, Browkin showed that Cohen-Martinet heuristics suggest a conjecture on Prob(3 | #K 2 (O F )) as F ranges over quadratic fields of fixed signature [Bro00] .
1.3. Notation. If G is an abelian group and n ≥ 1, let G n := {g ∈ G : ng = 0} and G/n := G/nG. For any k-representation V of a finite group G such that char k ∤ #G, and for any irreducible k-representation χ of G, let V χ be the χ-isotypic component. Throughout the paper, p is an odd prime, F is an arbitrary number field, F is an algebraic closure of F , the element ζ ∈ F is a primitive pth root of unity, and E := F (ζ p ). Later we specialize F to a quadratic field F and define E := F (ζ p ).
Let O F be the ring of integers of F . If S is a finite set of places of F containing all the archimedean places, define the ring of S-integers 
Lemma 2.2. There is a canonical exact sequence
Proof. Consider the exact sequence
Take the associated long exact sequence of cohomology, and substitute
Lemma 2.3. Let F ′ /F be a finite Galois extension of degree prime to p. Let i ≥ 0 and r ∈ Z. Then
Proof. In the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence
) for i > 0 are 0 because they are killed by both # Gal(F ′ /F ) and p.
We now specialize F ′ to E := F (ζ p ). The action of Gal(E/F ) on the pth roots of 1 defines an injective homomorphism χ 1 : Gal(E/F ) → (Z/pZ) × . For m ∈ Z, composing χ 1 with the mth power map on (Z/pZ) × yields another 1-dimensional F p -representation of Gal(E/F ); call it χ m . Lemma 2.4. There is a split exact sequence
Proof. First, we have
On the other hand, Lemma 2.2 for E yields a sequence of Gal(E/F )-representations
which splits by Maschke's theorem. Take χ −n -isotypic components, and substitute (1) in the middle.
Substituting Theorem 2.1 into Lemma 2.4 yields the main result of this section:
Theorem 2.5. For each n ≥ 1,
3. Even K-groups of the ring of integers of a quadratic field
Let τ be the generator of Gal(E/Q(ζ p )) = {±1}, so τ restricts to the generator of Gal(F/Q). The action of τ decomposes K 2n (O F )/p into + and − eigenspaces. Let χ −n,−1 : G → F × p be such that χ −n,−1 | Gal(E/F ) = χ −n and χ −n,−1 (τ ) = −1.
Proof. To obtain the first statement, use Theorem 2.1 to rewrite each term as anétale cohomology group and apply Lemma 2.3 with F ′ /F there being F/Q. To obtain the second, take minus parts in Theorem 2.5.
Brauer groups
The goal of this section is to determine the rightmost term in Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 4.1 (Equation (6.9.5) in [Poo17] ). Let F and O S be as in Section 1.3. Let r 1 be the number of real places of F . Then there is an exact sequence
, where the "sum 0" subscript denotes the subgroup of elements whose sum is 0.
Proof. There is only one prime above p in Z[ζ p ].
Proposition 4.4. Let F and E be as in Section 3. Then
in all other cases.
Proof. The hypothesis implies that F is not the quadratic subfield Q(
E is the compositum of linearly disjoint extensions Q(ζ p ) and F over Q, and Gal(E/Q) ≃ (Z/pZ) × × {±1}. Let p be a prime of E lying above p. Let D ≤ Gal(E/Q) be the decomposition group of p. Since p totally ramifies in Q(ζ p )/Q, we have p − 1 | #D. Let S p be the set of primes of E lying above p, so S p ≃ Gal(E/Q)/D, which by the previous sentence is of size 1 or 2; it is 2 if and only if p splits in one of the quadratic subfields of E. These quadratic subfields are Q( √ p * ), F , and the field
0, otherwise as an abelian group, and it remains to determine in the first case which character it is isomorphic to. We will compute the action of Gal(E/F ) ≃ (Z/pZ)
Finally, consider the action of the generator τ of Gal(E/Q(ζ p )) ≃ {±1} 
Proof. In Theorem 2.5 for F = Q, the Brauer term is 0 by Corollary 4.3, and Cl(
p ]) for every prime p, the K-groups of Z are known; see [Wei05, Section 5.9]. To state the results for even K-groups, let B 2k ∈ Q be the (2k)th Bernoulli number, defined by
Let c k be the numerator of |B 2k /(4k)|. Then (see [Wei05,  Corollary 107])
• Vandiver's conjecture implies that K 4k (Z) = 0 for all k ≥ 1.
• BH11] . The smallest odd prime p for which there exists n such that p|#K 2n (Z) is the smallest irregular prime, 37, which divides #K 2n (Z) if and only if n ≡ 31 (mod 36); thus κ 2n,37 is 1 if n ≡ 31 (mod 36), and 0 otherwise. Assuming Vandiver's conjecture, the smallest n such that #K 2n (Z) is divisible by an odd prime is n = 11: we have 
Proof. Define the group
For n ≥ 1, let ζ n ∈ F be a primitive nth root of 1, and let H n be the image of the restriction homomorphism Gal(
Then the following are equivalent:
Now suppose that n is a prime power ℓ e for some prime ℓ. Then H n contains a cyclic subgroup of index at most 2 (we allow the case ℓ = 2). The last condition above implies #H n |2i, which after multiplication by 
Heuristics for class groups
Let A be an abelian extension of Q. Suppose that the Galois group G := Gal(A/Q) is of exponent dividing p − 1. Let I p A be the group of fractional ideals of O A [1/p], that is, the free abelian group on the set of finite primes of A not lying above p. We have the standard exact sequence of ZG-modules
Let S be a finite set of places of Q including p and ∞. Let S A be the set of places of A above S. We approximate (2) by using only S A -units and ideals supported on S A . Let S 
Dropping the first term and tensoring with F p yields an exact sequence of F p G-modules
Lemma 7.1. Assume that µ p (A) χ = 0.
(a) Let S ∞ (resp. S p ) be the set of places of A lying above ∞ (resp. p). Then with F p and taking χ-isotypic components yields
On the other hand, the proof of the Dirichlet S-unit theorem yields
as RG-modules. A Z (p) G-module that is free of finite rank over Z (p) is determined by its character, so
as Z (p) G-modules. Both sides are free over Z (p) , so we may tensor with F p to obtain
as F p G-modules. In other words, there is an exact sequence
Taking dimensions of the χ-components yields the formula for u.
p lets us identify χ with a Z p -representation of G. Tensor (3) with Z p , and take χ-isotypic components:
Since µ p (A) χ = 0, the first three Z p -modules are free; on the other hand, the last is finite as a set. Take 
Proof. Remark 7.3. The constant α p,u,r appeared also in [CL84, Theorem 6.3], as the u-probability that a random finite abelian p-group has p-rank r. The connection between u-probabilities and coranks of random matrices was made in [FW89] . 8. Heuristics for class groups and even K-groups associated to quadratic fields 8.1. Calculation of u. We now specialize Section 7 to the setting of Section 3. Thus F is Q( √ d) for some d ∈ Q × such that d and p * are independent in Q × /Q ×2 ; by multiplying d by a square, we may assume that d is a fundamental discriminant: d = d F . Also, E := F (ζ p ) and χ := χ −n,−1 . Define u(E, χ) as in the sentence before Lemma 7.1.
Proposition 8.1. The value u(E, χ) is given by the following table:
Proof. Because Gal(E/Q(ζ p )) acts on µ p (E) as +1, we have µ p (E) χ = 0, so Lemma 7.1(a) applies with χ = χ −n,−1 . The complex conjugation in Gal(E/Q) ≃ (Z/pZ) × × {±1} is c := (−1, ±1), where the ±1 is +1 if F is real, and −1 if F is imaginary. The G-set S ∞ is isomorphic to G/ c , so F S∞ p is the c-invariant subrepresentation of the regular representation F p G. The multiplicity of χ in F p G is 1, so the multiplicity of χ in F S∞ p is 1 or 0, according to whether χ(c) is 1 or −1. By definition of χ −n,−1 , we have χ(c) = (−1)
which is given by Proposition 4.4. The third term in Lemma 7.1(a) is 0 since χ = 1.
8.2. Distribution. Suppose that F is a family of quadratic fields. For X > 0, let F <X be the set of F ∈ F such that |d F | < X. For any function γ : F → Z ≥0 , define the following notation:
Our heuristic is formalized in the following statement. 
In Conjecture 8.3, the family of fields was defined by specifying both the sign of d and a p-adic condition on d. To get the analogous probabilities for a larger family in which only the sign of d is specified, we can take a weighted combination of probabilities from Conjecture 8.3. 
Substituting this and the complementary probability into (5) yields
Similar calculations show that Conjecture 8.3 implies all ten cases in Conjecture 8.5 below.
Conjecture 8.5 (Distribution of K-groups modulo p; cf. Conjecture 1.1). Fix n ≥ 1 and an odd prime p and r ≥ 0. As F ranges over all real (resp. imaginary) quadratic fields, α p,1,r all other cases α p,0,r α p,1,r .
8.3. Average order. Proposition 8.1 combined with the reasoning of Section 7 (Proposition 7.2(c), in particular) suggests the following statement:
to Frob p , which is trivial if and only if p splits in M/K, we obtain (i)↔(ii). If 3 is inert or ramified in K/Q, then the prime above 3 is of order dividing 2 in Cl(O K ), so to require it to be in the index 3 subgroup is no condition. If 3 splits in K/Q (that is, d K ∈ Q ×2 3 ), then the primes above 3 in K split in M/K if and only if 3 splits completely in M/Q, which is if and only if 3 splits completely in L/Q. Corollary 9.6. Let K be a quadratic field.
Proof. For an elementary abelian 3-group V , #V = 2 #{index 3 subgroups of V } + 1. ; by Remark 9.1, each of the four cosets is defined by a congruence condition mod 3 or mod 9. Let D be the set of fundamental discriminants having this sign and lying in this coset. For X > 0, define
To compute the average of the appropriate left hand side in Corollary 9.6 as K ranges over quadratic fields with d K ∈ D, we compute the average number of cubic fields appearing in the corresponding right hand side. That is, we need the limit as X → ∞ of
We first compute the denominator.
Proposition 9.7. The number of quadratic fields K satisfying |d K | < X and prescribed sign and 3-adic congruence conditions is α 2 X/ζ(2) + o(X), where α 2 is given by the following table:
Proof. Use an elementary squarefree sieve.
Remark 9.8. Even though many entries in the table of Proposition 9.7 coincide, it is stronger to give the asymptotics for the individual field families without merging them, and we need the stronger results. then 3 splits completely in L. To compute this number, we follow the Davenport-Heilbronn approach, in the form of a refinement due to Bhargava, Shankar, and Tsimerman [BST13] . For every prime p, let Σ p be the set of maximal cubic Z p -orders that are not totally ramified, up to isomorphism. For R ∈ Σ p , let Disc p (R) be the power of p generating the discriminant ideal of R. Proof. The definition of c p yields
For each p / ∈ P, enumerating Σ p explicitly shows that c p = 1. Substituting this into [BST13, Theorem 8] yields the result. Proof. We apply Theorem 9.9 with P = {3} and with Σ 3 tailored to the row. For the first row, let Σ 3 := {Z 3 × Z 3 × Z 3 }, so
For each other row, let Σ 3 := {Z 3 × Z 3 ( √ d L )}, and calculate c 3 similarly.
9.4. End of proof. Corollary 9.10 and Proposition 9.7 give the asymptotic behavior of the numerator and denominator, respectively, in (6) (see the first sentence of Section 9.3). Thus, as X → ∞, the ratio (6) tends to α 3 /α 2 . Following Corollary 9.6, we multiply by 2 and add 1 to obtain the average order of Cl(O K [1/3])/3 as K varies over quadratic fields with d K ∈ D. For each signature, the answer is the same for each of the three nontrivial cosets of 15
